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In this paper, novel method for obtaining information about combustion process in
individual cylinders of a multi-cylinder spark ignition engine based on instanta-
neous crankshaft angular velocity is presented. The method is based on robust box
constrained Levenberg-Marquardt minimization of non-linear least squares given
for measured and simulated instantaneous crankshaft angular speed which is de-
terminedfromthesolutionoftheenginedynamicstorquebalanceequation.Combi-
nation of in-house developed comprehensive zero-dimensional two-zone spark ig-
nition engine combustion model and analytical friction loss model in angular
domain have been applied to provide sensitivity and error analysis regarding
Wiebe combustion model parameters, heat transfer coefficient, and compression
ratio.Theanalysisisemployedtoevaluatethebasicstartingassumptionandpossi-
bilitytoprovidereliablecombustionanalysisbasedoninstantaneousenginecrank-
shaft angular speed.
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Introduction
Combustion analysis based upon in-cylinder pressure measurement represents crucial
application inenginedevelopmentanddesign.Inordertoquantifycombustionparametersinin-
ternal combustion (IC) engines, burn rate analysis is used mainlyto determine burn angles, nor-
malizedvariableofmassfractionburned(MFB),andindifferentialform,therateofheatrelease
(RoHR). The analysis is based upon the First Law of Thermodynamicsand, depending on accu-
racy and details required, includes the sub-models for the effects of heat transfer, residual frac-
tion,gasleakagethroughcrevices,andgasproperties.Themethodisusuallyreferredtoasdirect
methoddue to the fact that solution ofthe equation forthe firstlawofthermodynamicsprovides
the value of RoHR directly. The major drawback arises from the deterministic approach, i. e.,
combustion analysis is largely affected by number of uncertainties whose can not be identified
explicitly. This mainly stands for heat transfer and gas leakage models which are hard to cali-
brate independently and determination of compression ratio and errors introduced by measure-
ment such as pressure sensor offset and pressure trace-angle phase shift. Analysis and applica-
tion of deterministic method has been demonstrated in the authors' previous work [1] regarding
bothsparkignition (SI)andcompressionignition (CI)enginesandmoreinformationcanbealso
found in selected literature [2, 3].
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* Corresponding author; e-mail: spopovic@mas.bg.ac.rsThe most frequently used parametric model to describe combustion in IC engines is
basedonoriginal Wiebefunction. TheMFBandRoHRaregiven insimpleexponential formre-
lying on few input parameters which is an obvious advantage when it comes to process model-
ling. However, in order to obtain two essential modelparametersfrompressure related combus-
tion analysis based on direct method – form factor and combustion duration angle, additional
computational effort is required. Stochastic methods or indirect method, as referenced in this
work, incorporating minimization of difference between simulated and measured in-cylinder
pressure solve this problem intrinsically. Additionally, this concept enables one to identify si-
multaneously the heat transfer model constants, while real compression ratio value, gas leakage
and measurement biases can be identified from pressure trace without combustion, which is
beneficial when it comes to high accuracy. This concept has been demonstrated successfully in
the past in terms of combustion analysis in CI engines [4] utilizing box constrained
Levenberg-Marquardt minimization of non-linear least squares (LSQ) given for measured and
simulated in-cylinder pressure. Regarding SI engines, which is the subject of this work, the
same concept was demonstrated utilizing Newton-Gauss minimization algorithm [5, 6].
Thepossibilitytoobtaininformationoncombustionprocessinindividual cylindersby
analysingsignalfromcrankshaftsensorssuchasinstantaneous torqueorcrankshaftspeedisex-
tremely attractive. The reason for that comes from relative simplicity of measuring crankshaft
torque or speed compared to individual in-cylinder pressure measurement which is considered
impracticalincaseofmass-productionengines. Andersonetal.[7]usedaTorqueRatioconcept
based on direct torque measurement proposed by Shagerberg and Mc Kelvey [8] to evaluate
heatreleaseprocessinindividual cylindersofaSIengine.Relationship topressureratioconcept
(cylinderpressuretocorresponding motoredpressure)proposedbyMatekunaswasobtainedus-
ing single-zone model proposed by Heywood and Gatowski followed by Wiebe's parametric
heat release model. LSQ minimization was in turn used to provide tuning of combustion model
parameters.
Hamedovi} et al. [9] proposed in-cylinder pressure signal decomposition to combus-
tionandcompressiontermstoextractthecombustioncontribution inindividual cylindersofaSI
engine from crankshaft angular speed. Mean components of gas, load and friction torques were
assumed balanced, while alternating component of disturbance torque (term used to summarise
friction and torsion effects) was determined by comparing gas torque obtained from pressure
measurement in reference cylinder and instantaneous crankshaft speed [10]. Engine speed dis-
turbances due to incremental disc geometric faults were corrected using improved crankshaft
energyconcept[11-13].SimilarapproachrelatedtocombustioninCIenginewasalsopresented
by Weißenborn et al. [14].
This paper addresses the application of the indirect concept applied to the identifica-
tion of Wiebe combustion model parameters and heat transfer coefficient correction based on
crankshaft instantaneous angular speed. The method is based on robust box constrained
Levenberg-Marquardt minimizationofnonlinearLSQgivenformeasuredandsimulatedinstan-
taneous crankshaft angular speed determined from the solution of the engine dynamics torque
balance equation. Combination of comprehensive engine process model and analytical friction
loss model in angular domain has been applied to provide sensitivity and error analysis regard-
ing crucial model input parameters. This analysis will be used to evaluate the basic starting as-
sumption and possibility to provide reliable combustion analysis based on instantaneous engine
crankshaft angular speed.
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Governing equations
ThesimulationofSIenginecombustionwas
developed on basis of zero-dimensional (0-D)
two-zone (2-Z) thermodynamic model. Engine
combustion chamber as open thermodynamic
system is displayed schematically in fig. 1. In
this work, approach proposed by Pischinger
[15] is used.
The 0-D2-Z model has been built upon fol-
lowing assumptions: the process is unsteady;
unburned mixture and combustion products are
separated by means of thin zone of combustion
reactions (flame front); heat transfer between
zones is neglected; pressure distribution is ho-
mogenous and equal in each zone; temperature
and gas composition and properties are homog-
enous within each zone; the combustion mix-
ture is homogenous and consists of fuel vapour,
airand residual combustion products. The basic
equation isderived fromtheconservation ofen-
ergy law (the First Law of Thermodynamics for
open systems) applied to the cylinder volume. Transforming to differential form in angular do-
mainj and introducing index i to denote zones of unburned mixture(u) and burned combustion
products (b), equation can be expressed in general form for both zones:
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Massbalance equation isapplied forboth zonesinordertoincorporate necessaryrates
of change coming from combustion (dmc/dj), intake (dmin,i/dj), exhaust flow (dmexh,i/dj), and
gasleakage (dml/dj).Masschange rateforburned gasand unburned mixtureisgiven in general
form (2):
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Equation supports multi-valve and asymmetricvalve timingconfiguration foreach in-
take (index iiv) and exhaust valve (index iev), while intermittent and repeatable nature of the
wholeistakenintoaccount bymeansofsimpleprogrammeswitchindicators (kc,kl,kin,andkexh)
that change their values in discrete domain (0 or 1 depending of the process phase). The rate of
energyexchangeinangulardomainforbothzonesisdefinedusingthesamegeneralapproach:
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Figure 1. SI engine cylinder as a control volume
in combustion modelTherightsideoftheequationrepresentsthesumofheatlossthroughthecylinderwalls
(dQw/dj), the change of gas enthalpy due to combustion (hudmc/dj), gas leakage (hidml,i/dj)
and flow through intake (ho,in,idmin,i/dj) and exhaust valve ports (ho,exh,idmexh,i). Differential
equation for unburned mixture and combustion products temperatures is obtained by introduc-
ingderivativeofgasvolumeforeachzoneinlogarithmicformandpartialderivativesofspecific
internal energy u and gas constant R in respect of pressure and temperature into eq. (1):
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Massbalanceeq.(5)isusedtoobtainderivative ofspecificvolumeforcylindercharge
(6):
m=m b +m u =x m+( 1–x )m (5)
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where ratio x = mb/m represents the mass fraction of burned mixture. Since the pressure is pre-
sumed homogenous and equal in both zones, differential equation for cylinder charge pressure
canbederivedfromeq.(6)introducing eq.(4)andpartialderivativesofspecificvolumewithre-
spect to pressure and temperature:
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Thermodynamic properties of the mixture and components of combustion products
are approximated by means of NASA 9-coefficients polynomials provided by Gordon and
McBride [16]. Molar concentrations of the species and respective partial derivatives of specific
internal energy u, specific volume v, and gas constants R, have been obtained on assumption of
equilibrium composition of combustion products and calculated by means of Olikara-Borman
[17] model. The instantaneous gas mass flow through valves was modelled assuming one-di-
mensional, quasi-steady, compressible isentropic flow, while discharge coefficients for both in-
take and exhaust valves were determined experimentally, using flow test bench. The same as-
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approach based on piston ring gap area and pressure related discharge coefficient formula pro-
posed by Wannatong [18] was used.
Heat release model
Ifthestartofcombustion(jSOC)isknown,whichcanbeforSIengines,inmostgeneral
case,regarded asignition advance (jIGN),onlytwoparametersinWiebemodelmustbetuned in
order to reproduce heat release during combustion correctly – m, defined as form factor and
DjCD defined as combustion duration angle. The fraction of burned mixture x is given in expo-
nential form:
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In order to establish initial guess and box constraints required for optimization proce-
dure and so narrow the search field, method for approximate parameter determination is re-
quired. Provided the set of model parameters for the reference operating point, limited predic-
tions can be obtained using correlations proposed by Csallner, Witt or Lindstrom [5]. To
provide direct prediction of form factor m for stoichiometric operation, as a function of mean
piston speed (cm), ignition advance (jIGN), and residual mass fraction (xRG) proposed by
Bonatesta et al. [19]:
mc x m     346 1 1 128 1 0 225 0 35 .( ) ( . ) .. jIGN RG (11)
Simpleapproximate correction forboth lean and rich range ismadebyintroducing the
function proposed by Lindstrom [5], based on model for laminar flame speed summarised in
[20]. Provided theengine speednforgiven operating point andformfactorapproximated byeq.
(11), combustion duration DjCD is calculated using simple linear correlation proposed by
Lindstrom [5]:
DjCD = 23.7529(3.51·10–4n + 5.71 – m) (12)
Heat transfer model
Heat transfer from the gas charge to the cylinder walls is modelled by means of New-
ton's law of convective heat transfer. Introducing index i to denote corresponding zones (u and
b) and index j to denote surfaces of the piston crown, cylinder liner and cylinder head, respec-
tively, Newton's equation becomes:
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Extensive comparative analysis for most popular relations regarding instantaneous
heat transfer coefficient w can be found in literature [15, 23-25]. In terms of qualitative accu-
racy, most frequently used models proposed by Woschni and Fieger [21], Hohenberg [22] or
Annand as presented in [20] display comparable and satisfactory results. Model proposed by
Woschniprovidesthemostdetailed approachintermsofprocessphasedistinctions andtheirin-
fluences on heat transfer phenomena, but applied without calibration, often fails to predict in-
stantaneous heat coefficient with sufficient accuracy. Compared to other two most often used
global models, Woschni model appears to be the least accurate in the case of SI engine, giving
slightly under-estimated heat flux values during compression and over-estimated values during
combustion phase [23-25]. Deploying single correction factor in order to calibrate heat transfer
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quired.RevisedversionofWoschniandFiegermodelproposedbyChangetal.[23]isused.Itis
primarilyintended forHCCIoperation, however,Choetal.[24]referencedthismodelfordirect
injection SI engines (DISIE), and Wang et al. [25] validated it for DISIE homogenous charge
operation whichmakesthismodelinteresting forconventional PortFuelInjectionSIengines,as
well. Revised model introduces instantaneous combustion chamber height Hcc instead of cylin-
der diameter D as characteristic length in original equation, which is motivated by widely ac-
cepted chamberheight ascharacteristic length inin-cylinder global flowandturbulence simula-
tions. In that way, under-predicted heat flux during the late stage of compression can be
compensated, because prior to ignition, the chamber height is usually less than cylinder diame-
ter. Gas temperature influence has been decreased by optimizing exponent (–0.73 instead of
original value –0.53). Chang's equation is given as follows:
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The changes were validated and related to high-pressure phase exclusively, and for low-pres-
sure gas exchange process, original model set-up proposed by Woschni must be used. Surface
temperatures Tw,j, are computed and refined through iterative numeric process assuming spa-
tially averaged values.
Engine dynamic and friction model
If the crankshaft is assumed as a rigid body, angular speed, and acceleration would be
influenced exclusively by gas pressure, friction losses, inertia, and external load torque. How-
ever,dynamicresponseoftheshaftingcausedbyvariationinexcitation torquesissuperimposed
changing the character of angular speed variations. Detailed models of elastic engine shafting
for both speed and gas pressure torque prediction are widely used [8, 26-28], but issues related
to insufficiently accurate prediction was reported as well, and addressed to somelevel of imbal-
anceinfrictionmodellingandneglecting auxiliariespowertrain[8,26].Thewealthofliterature,
however, references simplifiedSingle Degree ofFreedom(1-DoF)[9-14, 29-31] or2-DoFrigid
bodydynamicmodels[32].Inthiswork,considering modelapplication tothesteady-stateoper-
ation, simplified 1-DoF dynamic engine model is applied along with detailed angle resolved
friction model. Dynamic system engine-dynamometer is presented in fig. 2.
Engine mass moment of inertia JE is a function of both mass and position of slider
mechanismcomponents, and therefore, variable in angle domain. Engine inertia and its first de-
rivative in respect of crank angle are calculated by means of dynamically equivalent model
(HafnerandMaass[33]),whileinertiaofflywheelJFW,connecting shaftJSanddynamometerJD
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Figure 2. Engine dynamic model (a) and reduced, equivalent 1-DoF dynamic model (b)are known values obtained through 3-D modelling or from experiment. Assuming crank and
connecting shaftsasrigidbodies[30,31],torquebalanceequationforengine-dynamometersys-
tem can be derived from kinetic energy equation applying Newton's principle:
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Superimposed, variable gas-pressure torque contributions from individual cylinders
aredenoted byTG,andTListheloadtorquewhichismeasuredandassumedconstant intime/an-
gle domain. The term TF denotes the sum of torques from mechanical losses in tribologic sys-
tems and auxiliaries. Provided the focus on statistical markers, such as maximum in-cylinder
pressureand itsangular position withrespect toTDC,neglecting engine friction lossesand aux-
iliaries power consumption can be justified because the influence of engine friction torque is
smallaround the TDC. Angle or timeaveraged models of engine mechanical losses (e. g. model
Chen-Flynn as applied by Chen and Moskwa [30] or model Milington-Hartles applied by Filipi
and Assanis [31]) can be deployed in first instance to improve predictivity. If it comes to identi-
fication of combustion model parameters, detailed high sensitivity angle-resolved friction
lossesmodelmustbeapplied. AnalyticalmodelsbasedonReynoldsequation areavailable [34],
although cumbersome and demanding, provide universal approach and minimize the influence
of empirical constants. Friction losses in piston-cylinder contact were calculated by means of
angle-resolvedmodelspresentedbyTaraza[35]relyingonbasiclubricationtheoryandStribeck
diagram. Assuming crank and cam shaft bearings short radial bearings with hydro-dynamic lu-
brication (HDL) the friction losses are modelled by equation proposed by Ocvirk. Theoretical
background isgivenbyStachowiak[36],anddetailedapplication intermsofICenginebearings
is presented by Taraza [35]. The friction in cam-tappet contact, assuming elasto-hydrodynamic
lubrication (EHDL),wasmodelledbymeansofapproximatesolution ofReynoldsequation pre-
sented by Teodorescu [37].
Model sensitivity and error analysis
Combustion model parameters identification based on instantaneous angular speed is
conducted by minimization of least squares objective function (LSQOF) constructed upon the
set of modelled and measured data:
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The term X is a colon-matrix comprising model parameters (in this case X =[ mDjCDCFaW]T),
j – the independent variable, represented here as crank angle, we and wm represent vectors of
angular speed values provided through experiment and modelling, respectively, both of same
size N.The termwfrepresents weight factor which issetup asto increase ordecrease the impor-
tance and influence of each individual point. In this work, the LSQOF F(X) is minimized by
means of box constrained Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm which was proved
morereliableincaseofcomplexnon-linearsystemsthanNewton-Gaussmethod,oftenregarded
as basic in minimization of LSQ [5].
Preliminaryanalysiswasperformedinordertogain firstexperience andvalidate start-
ing assumptions weather combustion analysis on basis of instantaneous angular speed is viable
or not. Analysis is performed as to provide information on model sensitivity and robustness, to
explore the level of angular speed sensitivity to individual model parameters and to investigate
thenatureandmagnitudeoferrorsinidentification ifuncertaintiesinmodelparametersexist.
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Model parameter Reference value Parameter limits
Wiebe comb. model form factor mref = 4.03 (model Bonatesta [16]) 5%, 10%
Combustion duration jCD,ref = 63.4° CA (model Lindstrom [5]) 5%, 10%
Compression ratio eref = 9.2 (engine spec., tab. 3) 2%, 4%
Heat transfer coefficient aW,ref (model Chang [20]) 10%, 20%
The first numerical experiment was performed by varying individually the values of
form factor, combustion duration, compression ratio and heat transfer coefficient in order to
analyse angular speed model sensitivity. Reference values for formfactor, combustion duration
and heat transfer coefficient were established
through models presented in previous sections
(tab. 1).
The boundaries are defined according to
observed uncertainties of each relevant model.
In order to encounter both high load and high
inertia forces, analysis was performed at refer-
ence operating point n = 3000 min–1/WOT.
The level of sensitivity differs for parame-
ters considered in this analysis. The character
ofthe relative errorinrespect toreference con-
dition is similar in cases of Wiebe model pa-
rametershaving in mind that both variables af-
fect heat release dynamics in the same way.
The influence of form factor on modelled
in-cylinder pressure trace and instantaneous
angularspeedispresentedinfig.3.Byincreas-
ing the value of form factor for given combus-
tion duration, heat release is delayed, there-
fore, losses in the late phase of compression
are reduced and contribution to the angular
speed is observed during expansion. The
changeinangularspeedof0.012%canbeex-
pected if form factor is varied within 10%.
The influence of combustion duration on in-
stantaneous angular speed is presented in fig.
4. The increase of combustion duration for
givenvalueofformfactor,causesdelayedheat
release.
Instantaneous angular speed appears to be
more sensitive to changes in combustion dura-
tion, and changes between –0.040 and 0.053%
can be observed for combustion duration var-
ied within 10%. The influence of heat transfer
coefficient on instantaneous angular speed is
presented in fig. 5. Having in mind that the
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Figure 3. The influence of Wiebe form factor on
in-cylinder pressure (a), angular speed (b), and
angularspeeddeviation(c)inrespecttoreference
values (n = 3000 min
–1, WOT)heat transfer coefficient has been varied within extended limits (20%) compared to other three
model variables, deviation of angular speed is rather small, approximately 0.008%. Decreas-
ing heat transfer coefficient produces higher values of IMEP, and so, influences increase in in-
stantaneous angular speed.
The influence of compression ratio on instantaneous angular speed is presented in fig.
6. By increasing its value, instantaneous angular speed decreases locally, around each TDC,
which is caused by losses during the late compression. For discrete change of +4% in compres-
sion ratio, decrease in angular speed in proximity of TDC is ~0.02%. Between successive TDC,
increase of 0.006% is observed, which is due to positive influence of increased compression ra-
tio on process efficiency.
Analysis, designed as to vary one model parameter independently of others affecting
the combustion process, does not reflect real conditions because their interrelationships are ne-
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Figure 4. The influence of combustion duration
on in-cylinder pressure (a), angular speed (b),
and angular speed deviation (c) in respect to ref.
values (n = 3000 min
–1, WOT)
Figure 5. The influence of heat transfer
coefficient on in-cylinder pressure (a), angula
speed (b), and angular speed deviation (c) in
respect to ref. values (n = 3000 min
–1, WOT)glected. Despite the fact that changes of angular
speed observed through numerical experiment
are extremely small – 10–4 to 10–5, this analysis
provides valuable conclusions about instanta-
neous angular speed sensitivity. Sensitivity anal-
ysis also shows that instantaneous angular speed
responds to model parameter variations and im-
plies that identification procedure based on nu-
merical optimisation is viable. However, com-
pression ratio appears to be influential and must
be treated as systematic error.
Systematic errors
The uncertainties in identification process
which could appear due to systematic errors in
compression ratio are validated using virtual ex-
periment. In order to minimise disturbances, in-
stead of measurement, model, given by eqs. (4)
and(7)-(15)isusedtoobtainin-cylinderpressure
and instantaneous angular speed assuming com-
pression ratio 2% lower in respect to declared
value (tab. 1), which is within production toler-
ances and also regarded to be real in respect to
thermal dilatation. In the second step, production
tolerances and usual compression ratio decrease
due to thermal dilatation were neglected and
Wiebemodelparametersandheattransfercoeffi-
cient correction factor (CFaW) were identified
upondeclaredcompressionratiousingminimisa-
tion of LSQF given in eq. (16). This is done upon
the difference between engine speed obtained by
modelling through virtual experiment(furtherre-
ferred as modelled) and that obtained through
identification procedure (referred as identified).
In order to ensure convergence of box constrained optimisation applied to LSQF,
boundariesare set in respect to reference valuesgiven in tab. 1 as: forheat transfercoefficient
wasoptimised within ±40%(presented through correction factorCFaW), formfactorm within
±40% and combustion duration within ±10%. Modelled and identified instantaneous angular
speed and its relative error during the iterative optimisation procedure are displayed in fig. 7.
After 20 iterations, which is an arbitrary defined limit, relative error of instantaneous angular
speed approaches value of 0.003%, while LSQOF reaches 0.936. The difference between
modelled and identified angular speed obviously exists, however, its value remains below the
resolutionofgraphicalpresentationandcannotbeobserved.Theresultsofcombustionmodel
parameters identification (fig. 8), are not as impressive as in the case of angular speed, al-
though the difference in IMEP is low (~1 kPa). Form factor m was identified with very high
relative error of +10% compared to reference value. The heat transfer coefficient was identi-
fiedwithrelativeerrorof+9%inrespecttoreferencevalueobtainedthroughChenmodel.The
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Figure6.Theinfluenceofcompressionratioon
in-cylinder pressure (a), angular speed(b), and
angular speed deviation (c) in respect to
reference values (n = 3000 min
–1, WOTresultoftheidentificationofcombustiondurationappearsbetterthaninpreviouscasesreach-
ing relative error of ~2.3%. The analysis shows that accurate value of compression ratio is re-
quired prior to combustion model identification and must be identified independently. When
the combustion is switched off and engine is fully warmed up, compression and expansion
processes can be simulated with high accuracy, therefore, engine cranking can be used to
identifycompressionratio.Thiscaseisinvestigatedinseparatenumericalexperimentconsid-
ering cranking speed of250 min–1and WOToperation (fig.9).The angularspeed trace shows
symmetry around each TDC, although this symmetry is not perfect (thermodynamic losses
and gas leakage), which is, actually true for the in-cylinder pressure, as well. Deviation be-
tween the angularspeed trace obtained forthe reference compression ratio and those obtained
for values varied within the range of ±4% are higher than those observed for normal engine
operationmainlyduetolowerinertiatorquetogaspressuretorqueratio.Thehighestvaluesof
app. 1.5% are observed around each TDC, which is sufficient to perform reliable identifica-
tion of compression ratio during engine cranking.
Experimental results
Models and methods presented in previous sections are used to validate assumption on
combustionanalysisbasedonrealmeasurementofinstantaneousangularspeed.Theexperimentwas
conducted on serial-production port fuel injection petrol engine DMB M202PB13. Technical data
are given in tab. 2. In-cylinder pressure and instantaneous angular speed were measured simulta-
neously in steady state operating regime using different angle domains. In-cylinder pressure was
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Figure 7. Angular speed identification: modeled
and identified angular speed (a) and relative
deviation during iterative optimisation (b)
(n = 3000 min
–1, WOT)
Figure 8. Model parameters identification:
pressure, MFB and RoHR (a), correction factor
of the heat transfer coefficient, combustion
duration and form factor (n = 3000 min
–1, WOT)measured in 2
nd cylinder (quartz sensor AVL
8QP505. in angular domain using optical incre-
mental encoder with angular resolution of 1° CA
positioned at the front end of the crankshaft.
TDC phase shift and pressure sensor offset
were identified simultaneously from pressure
recordings forcycleswithout combustion using
LSQ minimisation. Pressure signal for cycles
with combustion was corrected for phase shift,
and pressure sensor offset was identified simul-
taneously with combustion model parameters,
minimizing the LSQOF for measured and mod-
elled in-cylinder pressure.
Angular speed was measured using Hall
sensor at the flywheel with angular resolution
of 3° CA. The angular speed signal was cor-
rected for flywheel run-out using the method
proposed by Kiencke [29]. The run-out and its
angular position with respect to reference point
were identified simultaneously minimizing the
OF for modelled and measured angular speed
during cranking. The tooth pitch was corrected
using method proposed by Ferenbach et al.
[11-13]. The signal was post processed by in-
terpolating to the domain of pressure measure-
ment (resolution of 1° CA), averaging on a se-
quenceofcyclesandthensmoothedusingcubic
spline approximation in order to retain
differentiability up to 2nd order.
The compression ratio was identified using
angularspeedmeasurementduringthecranking
of the fully warmed engine. The identified
value of 9.18 was used then to provide com-
plete combustion analysis based on in-cylinder
pressure and instantaneous angular speed mea-
surement.Theresults presented here as an ex-
ample are obtained for the same steady-state
operating point (n = 2990 min–1, WOT). Angu-
lar speed deviation (fig. 10) still exists
(~–0.002%) however, its character differs and
descending trend in identified angular speed can be observed. Identified angular deceleration,
obviously, arises from torque imbalance caused by higher friction losses obtained from model
used here.
The results of Wiebe model parameters identification based on in-cylinder pressure
and angular speed measurement are presented in fig. 11. The identification based on pressure
measurement gives combustion duration of 63.9° CA (e. g. combined Bonatesta-Lindstrom
model gives 63.4° CA), and form factor of 4.09 (e. g. model Bonatesta gives value 4.03). The
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Table 2. Main engine specification
Description Value
Engine manufacturer DMB
Engine type SI, MPI, M202PB13
Bore/stroke 80.5/67.4 mm
No. of cylinders 4
Compression ratio 9.2 (+0.2/ 0.1)
Max. power output 52 kW @ 5800 min–1
Cooling system Liquid
Fuel system Port injection
Figure 9. The influence of compression ratio
and angular speed (a) and angular speed
relative deviation in respect to reference value
(b) (engine cranking n = 250 min
–1, WOT)same procedure, based on angular speed measurement gives shorter combustion angle of 60.1°
CA(error 5.27%) and formfactor of 5.4 (error+32.03%).The heat transfer coefficient is identi-
fied with deviation of app. +1.9% based on pressure measurement, while using angular speed
measurement, deviation rises up to +11%.
In order to compensate higher values of friction losses obtained through combined
Taraza-Teodorescu model and continuously descending character of instantaneous angular
speed, LSQ minimisation forces combustion model parameters identification in such manner as
to minimize the influence of gas pressure. The gas pressure contributes predominantly the fric-
tion forces in piston ring-cylinder contact during the very start of expansion stroke but friction
torque is only slightly affected because its tangential component is small. In the case of piston
skirt-cylinder contact, gas pressure contributes largely the friction force during expansion mid
strokethrough normalcomponent,butinthiscasetangential componentofthefriction forceap-
proaches highest values and so affects friction torque significantly. Having in mind these as-
pects, the optimisation routine acts expectedly, as to minimizegas pressure influence during the
expansion mid stroke by shifting the heat release during combustion towards TDC through
shortening combustion duration and by increasing heat loss through higher value of heat trans-
fer coefficient. The analysis shows that small uncertainties in friction losses model affects
largely the combustion process identification and even the application of highly sophisticated,
detailed angle resolved friction lossesmodelcannotprovide sufficient accuracyrequired forin-
direct combustion identification based on instantaneous angular speed. Friction losses superim-
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Figure 10. Angular speed identification:
measured and identified angular speed (a) and
relative deviation during iterative optimisation
(b) (n = 2990 min
–1, WOT)
Figure 11. Model parameers identification:
pressure, MFB, and RoHR (a), correction factor
of the heat transfer coefficient, combustion
durationandformfactor(n=2990min
–1,WOT)posed to inertia effects and crankshaft torsional deformation appear as a transfer function be-
tween cylinder process and crankshaft speed and therefore, largely affect the optimisation
process and results of indirect combustion analysis. These phenomena must be encountered in
identification process as well, in order to provide reliable results comparable to direct combus-
tion analysis method used as reference. However, the approach and results presented in this
work shows potentials for fast and cost effective combustion analysis based on nonintrusive, al-
ready available measurement of instantaneous crankshaft angular speed.
Conclusions
Comprehensive,non-linear, angle-resolved modelforcombustion,engine frictionand
engine dynamics is presented. The set of models is employed to perform detailed parametric
sensitivity analysis concerning the influences of Wiebe model parameters, heat transfer coeffi-
cient, and compression ratio on instantaneous crankshaft angular speed. The combustion dura-
tion appears as the most influential model parameter, giving maximal deviations of ±0.04% for
varied combustion angles within the range of ±10%. The form factor, varied within ±10%, pro-
duces deviations of as high as ±0.01%. The heat transfer coefficient is less influential having in
mind that variation was performed within ±20% in respect to the reference value. The compres-
sion ratio produces highest deviations around each TDC, and so affects combustion and instan-
taneous angular speed. Levenberg-Marquardt BCO for LSQOF was applied to investigate nu-
merically the influence of uncertainties in compression ratio values on model parameters
identification accuracy. In spite of the compression ratio error of 2%, the results of the instanta-
neous angular speed identification are positive, approaching error of 0.003%. Large deviations
in combustion model parameters were observed: +10% for Wiebe form factor, +2.3% for com-
bustion duration angle and +9% for heat transfer coefficient. Simulation shows that angular
speed during engine cranking can be used to identify the compression ratio. Experimental vali-
dationshowsthatregardlessdetailed modelling,highaccuracyincombustionmodelparameters
identification still can't be guaranteed without systematic approach. Uncertainties in applied
friction models appear influential, and therefore must be subjected to identification, as well.
However, procedure presented in this work, proved sufficiently sensitive and robust, and with
minor improvements could be used as alternative method for combustion analysis.
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Nomenclature
A – area, surface area, [m
2]
Aw – surface area of the wall, [m
2]
a – combustion efficiency parameter, [–]
cm – piston mean velocity, [ms
–1]
JE – engine mass moment of inertia, [kgm
2]
JD – dynamometer mass moment of inertia,
– [kgm
2]
JFW – flywheelmassmomentofinertia,[kgm
2]
JS – shaft mass moment of inertia, [kgm
2]
m – mass, [kg], Wiebe form factor, [–]
mb – mass of burned products, [kg]
ml – mass lost through crevices, [kg]
mu – mass of unburned mixture, [kg]
n – engine speed, [min
–1]
p – pressure, [Pa]
Q – heat, [J]
Qc – heat released by combustion, [J]
Qw – heat transferred to the walls, [J]
Ql – heat lost through crevices [J]
R – special gas constant, [Jkg
–1K
–1]
T – temperature, [K]; torque [Nm]
Tb – temperature of burned gas, [K]References
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